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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Child,

Joyfully fulfill the mission that God has entrusted to you, the mission of living on Earth, the
principles that come from the Heavens and the manifesting a New Humanity in the world.

Many wonder every day if they are doing that which they are supposed to be doing as souls and as
spirits; they wonder where they should be, with whom they should be, and doing what. But few,
very few are striving to truly open their hearts to attract an archetype of life that does not yet exist
on the surface of the planet.

If you want to live that which God has thought of for you, then begin by making your heart
available for something new. Seek within you that which must be forgiven and that which you must
forgive. Seek within for the strength to overcome yourself and become meeker, humbler, more
helpful and peacemaking.

Seek to break the barriers within you which separate yourself from your neighbor, and work within
you all that which you judge in others. Have the mirror of your heart turned towards yourself every
day, and before you become angry or criticize something you see in others, observe the mirror of
your heart and see yourself reflected in that defect which you cannot bear.

Seek to understand others as you understand yourself: just as you know that you have infinite
difficulties and miseries, others also have them. Just as you try to take steps and strive with a good
heart, others also do so.

It is only mutual understanding that opens the heart to experience love.

If you do not succeed in controlling the reactions of your mind and your emotions, do not worry so
much, but let them be short-lived, and may energies such as anger, envy, greed, or even the feeling
of superiority not keep your permission to remain within you.

Child, if you love the Plan of God or at least if you want to love it, then always reflect on the fact
that the Creator needs a race of Christs, and not just one, and it will not be enough that you be
Christified. Remember that you do not need to be better or worse than anyone else, but that both
you and the one you have by your side must reach the goal of union with God.

This is the great mystery of human existence, and for this reason, you came as a spirit to this place,
to heal past mistakes in the universe.

For the Plan of God to be fulfilled, human beings must help one another. Child, remember this
every day, and before setting traps along your path, by wishing that this or that person would
disappear from the Earth, remember that, without them, your life has no meaning either. 
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Remember that it does not matter how imperfect you or others are because there is something within
each being that makes them in likeness to God and opens the portals between dimensions so that all
Creation may be united with the Father.

If you want your spirit to draw closer and your soul to guide you along the path of the Will of the
Creator, first open up to transformation, to the experience of love and fraternity, and then the
universe itself will lead your steps and you will not have to be so concerned about yourself.

Listen carefully to My words and listen to them, again and again, because it is much easier to forget
them than to be truly transformed by them since your humanity is not used to seeking the Divine,
but only that which magnifies them and affirms them as matter.

The illusion of illusions is not to seek to be nothing as humanity, believing that life begins and ends
in you. You do not know what it is to truly be a human being in likeness to the Father, because, for
this, child, you must live unity with Him: die to yourself and be born again within the Creator.

I leave you My peace and My blessing so that you may discover the truth about yourself, forgetting
that which you think you are.

Open to be nothing and there you will find Everything.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


